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CEO
Shift from physical
to virtual prototypes
and simulation

Cloud and artificial
intelligence enable
new sophisticated
product features

EX
Product quality
certification based on
digital prototypes

EN G INEER

How can I improve the
competitiveness of our
products and reduce
time to market?

C FO

Could digital technologies
improve collaboration
and bring design
improvements?

CIO
CFO
• No upfront investment
• From CAPEX to OPEX
• Pay per use and quit
anytime

• Addressing changing needs of product
development quickly and cost efficiently
• Highest level of scalability and security
• Reallocating own resources from standard
to digital transformation and innovation
related tasks

PLM Cloud Use Cases

• Best of breed functionality, chosen from a wide
range of applications
• Flexibility in resources to keep project
timelines
• High Performance, right level of computing
power
• Easy collaboration within the engineering
network, accessible anywhere, anytime
including for home workers and freelancers

Digital twins enable
new ways of developing
and maintaining products
over the entire lifecycle
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CEO
We need to better understand
how our products are really
used by our clients. How can I
do this with the help of
digitalization technologies?

EN GINEER

I have freed up resources to
tackle strategic topics. How
can I utilize artificial
intelligence technology to
generate added value for my
business department?

Let’s focus on individualized
products with a personal
imprint that go beyond typical
use cases – they will grow
and flourish in a new period
of craftsmanship at scale.

Covering HPC peak demands
Situation: Due to constantly rising demand for
simulation an SME decides to build up its own
simulation capabilities.
PLM Cloud: Complete simulation environment as a
service, including 3D pre- and post-processing
desktops, SW licenses and HPC computing
resources in a pay-per-use model.

CFO
I have gained financial
flexibility. Which investments
and innovations can I focus
on now?

Complete simulation environment in the Cloud
Situation: Due to a specific project situation or
unusually complex analysis tasks, an OEM or
supplier needs additional computing power
exceeding installed inhouse resources.
PLM Cloud: gives the engineers flexible access to
additional computing power, booked with a few
clicks only and based on pay per use.

I love our PLM solution, but I
need to have a higher flexibility
to scale and manage our PLM
resources in accordance
to our needs...

Flexible Best of Breed SW Access
Situation: Engineer of an engineering service
provider needs a specific SW tool for a limited
period of time to work in a customer project.
PLM Cloud: offers the engineer immediate access to
the SW needed for the time it is needed. Payment is
based on actual consumption.

We need a way to
increase flexibility and
agility and stay ahead of
the game.

No lock in
New digital features
like IoT devices and
security become integrated
into products
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CIO

Temporary collaboration platform
Situation: OEM and partners (other OEM, joint
venture, supplier, engineering service provider) are
temporarily working jointly on a specific project with
different roles.
PLM Cloud: provides a secure platform for
comprehensive collaboration.

Assembly simulation
in manufacturing

Additive
manufacturing
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Complete PLM environment in the Cloud
Situation: OEM is looking for a flexible new PLM
environment for design, workflows and
collaboration.
PLM Cloud: provides a complete PLM environment
consisting of PLM backbone and virtual 3D
engineering desktops out of the cloud. Data can be
smoothly interchanged between the different tools.

C IO

Wouldn’t it be great if
we could transform
capex to opex?

Engineering, the smart way
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M

• Faster time to market, support
new business models
• Improved competitiveness and
better managed rising complexity
• Supporting to become a more
agile organization

EN GINEER

CEO

CLOUD

Flexible

End2End

Scalable

Consumption
based

Time consuming
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Self service configuration
of customer specific environment
- Direct configuring of
virtual desktop
- Customer data input
- Place order
- Preparation work, go live

PLM Cloud Services
Ordering Process

Digital assistants based
on artificial intelligence

Cost constraints

Product complexity is
driven by new
digitalization trends
like IoT, Security & AI

PERF

More liability risk due to
product complexity
Growing number of requirements
to be fulfilled, e.g. functionality,
law regulations, ecology...

Product
complexity

Over the air
product updates

Attacks on the value chain from "over
the top" and "under the floor" players
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Still a lot of different systems
and formats exist impeding
collaboration

N

OM

ER

Rising quality requirements lead to
increased engineering effort

Product development belongs to the core business processes impacting a company's competitiveness in various
ways - now more than ever. However there are numerous challenges that require specific answers in order to
stay on top of the game:
• Customers expect mass customization coupled with extremely short product release cycles.
• At the same time the complexity of the engineering process is rising, electrical, mechanical and SW
aspects need to be seamlessly integrated in an efficient and secure way.
• Combined, this indicates a higher engineering effort per item produced and sold.
• Costs need to be reduced while at the same time agility and room for innovation need to be improved.
• Working in distributed teams within the company as well as cross company collaboration brings the need
for higher integration of product development tools.
• New competitors are disrupting industries with a complete new view on product features and integration
of production and service requirements into the product.
• Design processes need to be improved by utilizing digital technologies.
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PLM/PDM systems for data management,
workflow & collaboration

Open Telekom Cloud

SAAS

- Pam-crash - LS-Dyna
- Pam-safe
- Pam-view

Digitization is disrupting the future of engineering
Several trends around the way products are designed, produced and used have a direct impact on engineering.
The general shift from physical to data means that product data becomes more diverse and more important:
• Designing, testing and production engineering is increasingly done in the form of simulation.
• Digital twins as a set of computer models provide the means to design, validate and optimize a part, a
product, a manufacturing process or a production facility in the virtual world.
• With additive manufacturing and upcoming concepts of on demand production, data will also replace the
physically stored product.
New technologies offer windows of opportunity as they become integrated product features and therefore
subject to PLM:
• IoT, Cloud, Ubiquitous Connectivity and Security as well as
• Cognitive Computing or Advanced Machine Learning incl. Virtual Personal Assistants.
New cooperation models between business partners lead to new innovative designs.
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Keep a watchful eye
Flexibility and agility are prerequisites for success
There is a clear business need to increase speed and efficiency of product development and reduce time to
market. New challenges and the opportunities opened up through digitization technologies are putting new
pressure on the efficient management of the time/cost/quality triangle. Flexibility and agility will be the
decisive component in various dimensions.
In this context PLM systems need to enable:
• Flexibility in hardware and software resources:
Easy scaling up and down according to business needs; independence of end devices
• Agility in cross company collaboration and partner integration:
Being able to work efficiently on a project basis in changing partner and ecosystem constellations
• Agility in working:
Enable mobile working and access from anywhere with dedicated role concepts
• Economic flexibility:
Transforming capex to opex and paying only for the actual consumption
At the same time security and compliance regulations need to be fulfilled so that agility and flexibility can be
fully exploited.
Companies who do not take necessary measures to enable flexibility and agility and leverage digitalization
possibilities will lose their competitive edge.

TRADITION
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- Multiphysics
- Mechanical - Permas
- Structural
- VisPER
- Parallel, CFX - VisPER Design Opt

The agile solution: PLM Cloud
T-Systems’ PLM Cloud provides comprehensive functionality (IaaS/PaaS/SaaS) for all major PLM processes.
• Flexible booking of on-demand hardware and software components supporting different roles in product
development.
• These components include PLM/PDM systems for data management, workflows and collaboration, as
well as virtual desktop PCs and 3D graphics workstations for design and simulation tasks.
• The offering is completed by scalable on-demand High Performance Computing (HPC) resources. As
part of the offering, Europe´s fastest super computer supports even the largest demands for simulation of
product behavior.
• T-Systems’ PLM Cloud is vendor independent. In a one-stop shop, customers can choose from various SW
alternatives that best meet their specific requirements. Besides "Bring your Own License“ a growing
number of applications can also be used in “SaaS” mode.
• The service is accessible from anywhere in the world, hosted in the most modern data center in Germany
and provided according to the highest security regulations based on our Open Telecom Cloud platform.
Customers can rely on our services constantly or use them only to cover peaks. Signing up and quitting is
possible at any time and services can be booked in different flavours and sizes according to the specific
requirements.

Security
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THE RIGHT
ASSETS

Sign up and quit anytime possible
Scale up and down with a few clicks
Long term or just to cover peaks
Available in ByoL or SaaS mode

Integration & support services

- GNS Generator
- MEDINA
- MEDINA Mesher - GNS Animator
- GNS OpenForm
- MEDINA SDM

A conveyor into the future

- Get answers for
remaining questions
- Request an offer

Testing phase
- PLM software
- High performance computing
- Remote access, remote working
and performance

THE RIGHT EXPERIENCES
& COMPETENCIES

Preparation phase
- Request to T-Systems
- Receive e-mail with link
- Download the client
- Virtual desktop with
relevant SW, ready to use

HPC simulation environment

HPC Data Center (HWW)

Cost pressure

Winds of change

Flexibility

Performance

end2end Iaas/PaaS/SaaS based on
the secure German Open Telekom
Cloud, Europe’s fastest super
computer for simulations

DIST RIB UTION

Decision

THE RIGHT APPROACH
& BEHAVIOUR

Virtual 2D and 3D engineering workplaces
for design & simulation

FA C

CUST

New products - highly targeted
- rapidly developed - less wasteful

Cost

Almost
any PLM
software

BYOL

Shorter development cycles

ECT CHOICE

Pay per use
Transforming Capex to Opex

TURING

Predictive maintenance, digital
twins and cyber physical systems
require higher level of integration

R&D
Cost

Dedicated answers needed to stay on top of the game

The kitchen
The best infrastructure
components

Mass customization

Higher product diversity and
shorter development cycles
lead to higher engineering
cost per item sold
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Different types of services
can be picked, in different
editions and sizes

Agility, the lever to change

Integration

New challenges ahead

SW supplied by a wide
variety of partners
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Production and aftersales
requirements need to be
integrated from the beginning

Systems, processes and
data are often separated,
in different silos

DE

The services

NU

New fast and disruptive market players

E

Time to respond to
changed requirements
is critical

Massive numbers of new
objects (IoT, 3D)

The ingredients

MA

Competition

Challenges from downstream
processes, like warranty, recalls, etc.

C

3
More electronics and
software features

Bottlenecks in
development bring
competitive disadvantage
by increasing time to
market

u p to t h e

- Get your specific solution
- Get consulting/customizing
- Start ordering process

New innovative
designs
Difficult to
keep up with
innovations

ity...

d
u
lo

Via a sales person

CAD workplaces in the Cloud
Situation: In an OEM's factory, occasional users
need temporary access to CAD workstations several
times a year for customization work.
PLM Cloud: provides flexible and secure access to
CAD resources „on demand“, including access to
PLM backbones on premise.

Mix &
Match

Ag i l

- Excellent cloud and security infrastructure
- Most modern data center in Germany
- Europe’s fastest supercomputer for
simulation
- Best of breed integration tools

- Vendor independent
- Pay per use
- ByoL or SaaS
- Dedicated Zero Outage Program

- Excellent industry and process know how
- Long-lasting and comprehensive PLM
experience
- Proven transformation, integration and
operations capabilities

Specific use cases for different demands
Different market players have different needs based on their business focus, their role in the PLM ecosystem,
the maturity and specifics of their application landscape or the concrete business goals they are pursuing.
A SME might be interested in covering the complete simulation load with the help of the PLM Cloud
solution. An OEM on the other hand might be primarily interested in flexibly booking additional HPC
capacities to cover peaks in their simulation work load.
Depending on the current application landscape and project contracts with an OEM, an engineering
service provider might be interested in subscribing to one specific software application only, whereas a
supplier might be wanting to use a complete PLM environment from the PLM Cloud.
Project oriented working with changing requirements becomes more and more important. SMEs and
engineering partners in particular can cover the required SW and HW resources in a cost-efficient and
flexible manner only for the required period of time and only paying according to actual consumption.
The PLM Cloud covers a wide range of specific use case scenarios which can be deployed according to the
specific needs and situation of the respective ecosystem players.

Invitation to the Future
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Different flavours of value
Benefits for diverse stakeholder needs
Our PLM Cloud solution provides value for different stakeholders:
CEO:
• faster time to market, support of new business models
• improved competitiveness and better managed rising complexity
• supporting to become a more agile organization
Product Development:
• one stop shop for best of breed functionality, chosen from wide range of applications
• flexibility in resources to keep project timelines
• high performance, right level of computing power
• easy collaboration within the engineering network, accessible anywhere, anytime, including for home
workers and freelancers.
CFO:
• no upfront investment, from capex to opex
• pay per use and quit at any time
CIO
• addressing changing needs of product development quickly and cost efficiently
• highest level of scalability and security
• reallocation of own resources from standard to digital transformation and innovation related tasks

How can we start
to work with PLM
Cloud?

Testing of
PLM Cloud

Scalable
HPC power

Enjoy the variety

Let’s follow the agenda and the
methodology that T-Systems is
offering us. The ladder to climb
up to a stable solution is very
straight forward.
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Hospitality is our core value
We are the right partner to explore the possibilities
T-Systems as the business arm of Deutsche Telekom has what it takes to be your partner of choice. We are
combining the right assets, proven competencies and methods, and broad experience to help you exploring
new possibilities.
• T-Systems has a longstanding experience and excellent knowledge of the relevant processes in the
automotive and manufacturing industries.
• Our experts can guide you through the complete transformation process starting by assessing your
current situation, implementing the solution, and integrating it into your current system landscape.
• Based on our longstanding PLM experience in very complex environments and our excellent knowledge
of the PLM processes we can make sure that this transformation will be done smoothly and in a cost
efficient way.
• You can profit from our proven methods and techniques for data migrations so that transition time will be
kept to a minimum.
• If required we can also operate your PLM environment including service desk.
• Our business ambition is to not only provide the right solution but also the right business concepts.
Therefore we support SaaS, Bring Your Own License and pay-as-you-use models.
• Zero Outage is our quality guiding principle.
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Let’s start together. Now.
Test run or go live - getting together has never been as easy
You still have doubts about the PLM Cloud?
• Get your personal test environment where you can experience remote working, see if your current
PLM processes can be mapped and also test if the PLM Cloud brings added value to your product
development process. Our active support during this test period will help you explore the possibilities.
You need assistance getting into the cloud?
• Our experts can guide you through the complete transformation process from assessing your current
situation, implementing the solution and integrating it into your current systems landscape. They
will make sure that this transformation will be done in an cost efficient way while safeguarding your
daily business.
You have clear ideas what features you want to use in the PLM Cloud?
• You can easily place your order via the eShop and you will get your working environment to fulfill your
project needs.

Want to join the movement?

P R OD U CT L I F ECYCL E M A NA G EM ENT , T - SYST EM S

